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The S14 features the latest in high end robotics distribu-
tion in a completely secure system. Complete with a de-
livery system suitable for the sale of any product includ-
ing but not limited to: smartphones, tablets, printer car-
tridges, watches, computer accessories, cameras, video 
games and clothing. The kiosk comes equipped with a 
22” HD touch screen display with 1920x1080p resolu
tion. This screen provides a full products menu including 
product description, pictures and promotional video.

S14 DELIVERY SYSTEM - ‘ZERO DROP’
TheThe S14 is equipped with a shuttle controlled by a robotic 
system that transports the product from the floors to the 
dispensing area.  Maximum reliability at the dispensing 
moment, thanks to the photo-sensors placed laterally on 
the shuttle which are able to recognize the product that 
enters and exits. For more expensive items its possible to 
apply a RFID microchip, making an additional control at 
delidelivery ensuring total security during sale.  The transport 
belt which is installed in the shuttle, allows the sale of 
delicate products and the horizontal delivery when re-
quired.

MAGEX LOADING SYSTEM
FFor maximum adaptability to distribute any type of prod-
uct, you can pair more than one lane through software to 
distribute products that are wider. The system also 
allows the insertion of interlocking partitions to separate 
products that are next to one another.  The self-diagnos-
tic system checks the operating status of the lane before 
any product is disbursed



S14
S series S14 SPECS

Width : 74”/1878 mm
Depth : 39”/984 mm
Height : 78”/1983 mm

Weight (with 6 floors and cooling unit) : 550 kg
Maximum number of floors : 8
Maximum facings per floor :Maximum facings per floor : 14
Maximum number of lanes : 14

Lighting type : High luminosity LED (30W)
Power Supply : 240/50 Hz | 110V/60 Hz

Power consumption by cooling system : 700W
Internal temperature : 2°C /4°C

REAL TIME DATA SERVICE
Magex provides data to all its customers in real time via 
cloud service for the administration management of the 
vending kiosks, accessible from any internet connection.  
CCustomers can view all data sales, stock status, 
coins/banknotes inserted or yields, reboots and any 
planned change in operation in real time. The administra-
tion portal monitors intrusion attempts, the internal tem-
perature of  the distributor and evaporator from the dis-
play with related graphs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.Reinforced retrieval area with automatic opening.Shatter proof resistant glass.Console with independent opening.Reinforced steel frame.22” monitor with 1920x1080p resolution..Infrared touch screen.Industrial computer with dual core.Operating system installed with 32GB SSD.Display door completely isolated.LED lighting.Console locks are completely isolated.Modular shelf configuration..Self diagnostic system for troubleshooting.Electronic multi communication protocol included.System for data management and statistics display.Robotic system with multi axis for collection and
  delivery of the products.Camera kit.Speaker kit

OPTIONS.Cashless/Touchless/Credit/Debit Reader/
  Apple  Pay/Google Wallet.Cash: Note & Coin Reader and/or recycler.Graphic customization.RFID loyalty card system..Mobile App.Cooling unit with digital temperature control.Insulation for refrigeration
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